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Figure 1. Structure of a nucleosome particle shown with a ribbon diagram from the 
front (left) and from the side (right). The DNA strands are shown in green and brown. 
The individual histones are shown in color: H2A in yellow, H2B in red, H3 in blue and 
H4 in green. With permission from Nature Publishing Group (Luger et al., 1997). 
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2 TRANSCRIPTIONAL CONTROL 
2.1 CONTROL ELEMENTS 
The intergenic region (IGR) or non coding DNA between structural genes contain 

sequence element which can influence gene expression. Some elements are involved in 

basal transcription and some elements are gene specific and respond to certain input 

signals. The promotor region is found proximal to the coding region and contain 

essential sequences for binding RNA polymerases. Together with the start site for 

transcription these sequences build the core promotor element. One common feature of 

an eukaryotic core promotor is the TATA box which is an AT-rich consensus sequence 

found approximately 30bp upstream from the ATG start (Carcamo et al., 1990). 

However, it has been suggested that the number of TATA box promotors are 

overestimated and that the majority of human genes instead are TATA less (Gross and 

Oelgeschlager, 2006). Control elements which are involved in basal transcription can 

also be found at a longer distance from the start site. Such enhancers or upstream 

promotor elements allow contact with the promotor region by DNA looping and 

thereby constrain bound proteins to interact and influence transcription (Fig. 2) (Muller 

and Schaffner, 1990; Talbert and Henikoff, 2006).  

Figure 2. (A) Schematic view of a eukaryotic promotor shown with different types of 
regulatory elements. (B) Simplified model showing enhancer function. Transcriptional 
regulatory proteins can bind at the Upstream Activating Sequence (UAS) and interact 
with the basal transcriptional machinery by DNA looping. With permission from 
Nature Publishing Group (Talbert and Henikoff, 2006). 
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Figure 4. (A) Ribbon representation of the WD40 propeller structure of S.cerevisiae
Tup1 (yellow) aligned with the structure of the G  protein (blue). (B) Ribbon structure 
showing the top surface of the C-terminal b-propeller of Tup1. Residues important for 
interaction with Mata-2 are shown in green (C) Ribbon structure showing the C-
terminal domain of Tup1 from the side with Mata-2 interacting residues in green. With 
permission from Nature Publishing Group (Sprague et al., 2000). 

Figure 5. (A) View of a model showing a TPR helix with 12 TPR motifs. The model 
indicates that the tandem arranged TPR motifs are organised into a right-handed super-
helix with a hollow internal continuous groove that can fit a-helix of a target protein. 
(B) View parallell to the axis of a 8 TPR helix with the amphipathic groove. With 
permission from Nature Publishing Group (Das et al., 1998). 
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structures with a groove for target proteins (Fig. 5). The structure of different TPR 

containing proteins are believed to be very similar and modelling reveals similar 

folding of the individual TPR repeats (Das et al., 1998). The Ssn6 protein also contains 

a notable glutamine (Q) and proline (P) rich domain located in the N-terminal. Similar 

domains have been implicated in transcriptional regulation from yeast to humans. 

Analysis has shown that such Q-rich domains are likely to form amphipathic coiled-

coil structures identified in many types of transcription factors like c-Fos, c-Jun, Maf 

and c-Myc (Escher et al., 2000) The interaction between the Tup1 and the Ssn6 

proteins has been mapped with two-hybrid approaches to the N-terminal parts of the 

proteins and is mediated by the Q-domain of the Tup1 protein and the three first N-

terminal TPR repeats of the Ssn6 protein (Tzamarias and Struhl, 1994; Tzamarias and 

Struhl, 1995). More specifically, point mutations positioned in TPR1 have been shown 

to be important for interaction with Tup1. It has been suggested that the flexibility 

between the TPR helices allows a super-helical structure to form on top of the Tup1 

anti-parallell tetramer bundle (Jabet et al., 2000). This would make the outer surface of 

the Ssn6 TPR repeats available for interaction with DNA bound factors while the 

propeller surfaces of the Tup1 tetramers are similarly free to interact with 

transcriptional regulators.

3.10 EVOLUTION OF SSN6 AND TUP HOMOLOGUES
Sequence analysis suggests the presence of Tup1 homologues in Candida albicans,

Kluyveromyces lactis, Neurospora crassa, Schizosaccharomyces pombe among others 

among others (Fig. 6A).  In fission yeast there are two paralogous TUP genes namely 

tup11+ and tup12+, which are the result of a distant gene duplication event. Gene 

duplication is of major importance in speciation and thought to be one of the primary 

driving forces in evolution together with genetic drift (Ohta, 1989). The most common 

fate of a duplicated gene is deletion of one of the copies, but sometimes diversification 

of the gene function leads to fixation of the gene pair (Moore and Purugganan, 2003). 

The Tup protein appears to be single copy in most yeast species, except in S. pombe

where a duplicated gene pair has remained through evolution. One exception are some 

close relatives to S. cerevisiae that diverged after a whole genome duplication, namely 

Saccharomyces castelli and Candida glabrata (Scannell et al., 2006). The duplicated 

genes in fission yeast do not appear to be the result of whole genome duplication but 

have another origin. Interestingly, comparison reveals that the total number of  








































































